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SERVICE BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS

Motoring
With these vehicles, you’ve truly arrived.



LEXUS NX
Reflect What Drives You

From striking style to Lexus’ first-ever 2.0 Litre
4-Cylinder direct injection Turbo-charged engine,
Lexus NX delivers unexpected fuel efficiency
with unflinching performance. Enjoy an enhanced
ride with sharper handling and peace of mind on
every single drive. The NX is equipped with more
advanced features than ever before including
Lexus Enform and Lexus Safety System+, and is
available in multiple F SPORT Series packages.
Experience SUV luxury without compromise.

2019 Q8

2019 sees the introduction of Audi’s new flagship
SUV – the Q8. Born from a brand famous for iconic
designs, the Q8 is instantly recognizable as an
Audi, yet boldly creates its own unique identity.
The Q8 combines the elegance of a four-door
luxury coupé with the versatility of an SUV. It has
a powerful front that’s combined with a sloping
roof line to create a feeling of dynamism. The
progressive design continues on the interior of the
Q8 with the available leather dashboard and a
new MMI Touch Response. The sporty interior also
conveys a luxurious charm, and together with the
optionally-adjustable rear seat, also offers plenty
of space in the rear. The lounge-like character
of the interior makes it an ideal companion for
business or leisure.

519.748.9668
www.heffnerlexus.ca

LEXUS RX
Driven By Experience

Combining a chiseled exterior, elegant interior,
agile handling, and commanding performance,
the RX is a first-hand look at luxury. With its
muscular sculpted lines, lighter body and lower
centre of gravity, the RX delivers on design.
Then step inside to immerse yourself in a realm
of sublime comfort and superb craftsmanship.
RX seats 5, 6 or 7 without compromise in space
or style while putting ample features at your
fingertips. Available in an F SPORT package and
Hybrid Powertrain. Every drive comes alive with
the Lexus RX.

2019 Audi A6

The all-new 2019 A6 is more than just another
sports sedan. Its unmistakable presence comes
from the strong lines and carved bodywork that
highlight its athletic side profile, while the strong
wheel arches reflect the quattro all-wheel drive
power that lieswithin. Settingnewclass standards,
the A6 interior delivers luxury and technology
combined like never before. Get the ultimate VIP
treatment with front seats that offer massage and
ventilation, two large interactive touch screens,
and an optional air ionization and filtration
system. Business class has a new metronome: the
Audi A6.

LEXUS UX
Expressly crafted for the Urban
Explorer

The all-new 2019 Lexus UX fuses SUV-versatility
with the agility of a hatchback. Made for drivers
who crave that extra something, the UX is equal
parts sleek, stylish and bold. Available with an
advanced 2.0-L dynamic force gas engine with
Front Wheel Drive, or as a fuel-efficient self-
chargingHybridwith electric AllWheel Drive. Both
are available with F SPORT packages. Equipped
with Lexus Safety System+ 2.0, Enform 2.0 and
Apple CarPlay. The UX is a bold new crossover
perfectly crafted for life in the city.

2019 A7

The evolution of art. Inspired by the original
model, the all-new A7 completely refines a GT.
Sharp angles and taut lines combine to create a
true masterpiece. From its sharpened lights with
their own light signature, its upright front with a
wide single frame and coupé-like silhouette, to its
sculptural rear end – the Audi A7 Sportback is an
ambassador for a revolutionary design language
and at the same time carries classic quattro
genes. The interior of the new A7 is nothing short
of revolutionary. The traditional Audi hallmarks
of rich leathers and crafted inlays are joined by
cutting-edge technology, delivering luxury like
never before. Proof that you can stay true to your
line while reinventing it.

519.514.0100 | 1.844.566.2506
www.audikw.com



2019 A-Class

A is for appealing. An aggressive stance,
aerodynamic lines and LED lighting, the A-class
takes a versatile hatchback body in sporty
style. Its premium, ultramodern cabin encloses
you in spacious comfort and in state-of-the-
technology. Dual 7-inch digital displays include
a central touchscreen to keep you informed and
entertained. Sitting sporty on 17-inch wheels, the
A-Class is born bold.With the newMercedes-Benz
User Experience, the A-Class cockpit responds
to your touch. And with artificial intelligence, it
offers what may be the most capable, natural and
intuitive speech interface from any automaker.

2019 GLC

The muscular body of the GLC is wind-tunnel-
honed and track-toned. A long wheelbase, big
wheels and wide track add up to space, stability
and sportiness. Crisp proportions and chrome
details attract admiring eyes like it’s drawn to
the road. Venture through wide rear doors to the
40/20/40-rear split seats, while your luggage
rides in luxury, with an available hands-free
tailgate. The turbo GLC 300 4MATIC and plug-in
hybrid GLC 350e 4MATIC are both energetic and
energy-conscious. They embrace the road and
your passion for driving with composed comfort
and a feeling of confident control. And they
reassert the “sport” in SUV.

2019 C-Class Sedan

The C-Class sports countless technological
advances in even more seductive style for 2019.
Lower body styling, wheel choices, and all-LED
lighting highlight its athletically stylish shape.
A new 12.3-inch digital instrument cluster and
10.25-inch centre screen are available. More
horses, nine speeds, and the year-round grip of
standard 4MATIC all-wheel drive, the C-Class has
the agility, strength and confidence to match the
beauty of its well-toned body. The C-Class enters
a new generation of innovation, with a more
advanced suite of driver assists, user-friendly new
technologies, and more thoughtful luxuries.

2019 MDX

Whether we’re building a supercar or an SUV,
our approach has always been the same: put the
driver first. Always. That’s why we’ve gathered
designers and dreamers, optimists and engineers,
to push the limits of technology and enhance the
relationship between driver and machine. It’s what
Precision Crafted Performance is all about. So
when we set out to build the MDX, we built it the
only way we know how.

2019 RDX

Welcome to a driver-focused cockpit. Everything
from the leather wrapped steering wheel and
rich, available leather seats to the high-grade
cabin materials, including brushed aluminum and
availableNatural Olive Ash BurlWood, say let’s go
foradrive. Theall-newAcuraRDXcomesequipped
with a 10-speed automatic transmission for crisp
acceleration, a turbocharged engine and the next
generation of SH-AWD®. Feel closer to the great
outdoors with the ultra-wide, panoramic moonroof
that extends over the backseat passengers as
well. The available surround view camera system
is designed to give you a 360-degree view of
the space around the RDX. Six unique camera
views, parking sensor information and dynamic
guidelines that show your expected path.

519.893.9000
www.schlueteracura.com

519.579.4460
www.mercedes-benz-kitchener-waterloo.ca

2019 TLX

The 2019 Acura TLX continues to turn heads.
It represents more than the latest evolution of
Acura. Rather, it’s the most compelling realization
yet of our driver-focused philosophy. It’s power
and control brought into perfect balance. It’s
helping to anticipate where the driver wants to go,
changing the way wheels themselves move and
guide you. It’s uncompromised design in the name
of unrestrained feeling, putting exhilaration front
and center once again. It’s that kind of thrill and
includes Apple Car Play



2020 Range Rover Evoque
Unrivalled Design.

The first full redesign of one of Land Rover’s most
important SUVs. Outstanding proportions deliver
a dramatic silhouette and stance, enhancing
the distinctive appearance of the Range Rover
Evoque.

2019 Jaguar F-PACE
Powerful Style. Dynamism Inside.

The number 1 selling Jaguar vehicle, the new
Jaguar F-PACE is a luxury performance SUV that
brings together sporty handling and dramatic
beauty with everyday practicality and efficiency.
Its powerful looks make it distinctive and give it a
head-turning road presence.

2019 Range Rover Velar
Clean, Elegant and Distinctive.

The Range Rover Velar design philosophy is
revolutionary. Striking proportions, flush door
handles and an integrated rear spoiler all
improve aerodynamics. Features including the
foil-stamped grille give the vehicle’s front profile
an undeniable presence. Whether you’re driving
on the highway or negotiating a tricky country
road, Range Rover Velar has capability at its core.

2019 Jaguar F-TYPE
Every Detail Delivers.

The most dynamic Jaguar there is, the F-TYPE
range offers sports cars that only Jaguar could
create. Effortless performance and precise agile
handling, with everyday refinement and usability
for an unrivalled driver-focused experience.

2019 Land Rover Discovery
Most Versatile SUV.

Best-in-class all-terrain, towing, and wading
capability. The intelligent use of space helps
deliver capability for driver and passengers
alike. The Discovery looks at home in the city
and drives impeccably off-road. It takes towing
capability to a new level, with a capacity of up
to 3,720 kg† and a suite of features available
to help make towing effortless and assured.
Its optimized geometry coupled with unique
Land Rover technologies ensure it delivers
class-leading all-terrain capabilities

2019 Jaguar I-PACE
Electric and Practical.

The Jaguar I-PACE is the first all electric battery
vehicle from Jaguar. With a 90 kwh battery
and dual electric drive motor that produces
394 hp/512 lb-ft which propels the I-PACE to
100 km/h in under 5 seconds. This vehicle is
capable of 377 km on a full charge.

519.885.5092
www.landroverwaterloo.com

519.885.5092
www.jaguarwaterloo.com



2019 GMC Sierra
Optimize your trailering experience.

The next generation 2019 GMC Sierra has the
proven power you expect with technology that
helps provide a stable, confident driving and
trailering experience. The Pro-Grade Trailering
System is a suite of intelligent technologies to
give you a sense of control to hitch and tow
with confidence. With bolder, more powerful
proportions that create a commanding stance,
the redesigned Sierra stands out against all other
pickups. Reach for more while treating all cargo
with the perfect mix of power and care.

2019 SUBARU Ascent
More space. More family adventures.

The all-new 2019 Subaru Ascent showcases the
performance, reliability, safety and value you’ve
come to expect from Subaru in an entirely different
package. The three-row SUV, designed with active
families in mind, offers seating for 8, a supremely
comfortable ride, all-road/all-weather capability
and handling prowess, and an array of standard
safety features. Comfort, convenience, adventure
and peace-of-mind for the whole family.

2019 Chevrolet Blazer
A stylish utility vehicle.

The 2019 Chevrolet Blazer is all new, sculpted and
stylish with utility inside and out. The right size to
fit just about any need – with versatile two-row
seating, standard 3.6L engine and AWD on RS and
Premier models the Blazer is the perfect sporty
mid-size SUV for all your quests.

2019 SUBARU Outback
Equipped for life’s authentic adventures.

The 2019 Subaru Outback is the mid-size SUV
alternative that simply fits. Designed to help you
get more enjoyment out of life’s adventures,
the Outback offers go everywhere capability,
comfortable and spacious interior, efficiency and
ultimate satisfaction. The Subaru symmetrical full-
time AWD system is complemented by X-MODE
for even more rugged capability, while the car-like
handling makes the open road equally enticing.

2019 Buick Encore
Where life meets style.

With its nimble manoeuvrability and turbocharged
engine, Encore empowers you to carve your own
path.With spacious storage and flexible seating for
up to five, Encoregives youwhat youneed tomake
life look effortless. What truly distinguishes Encore
is a contemporary interior that’s complemented
with modern technology and sporty performance.
Easily navigate city streets, crowded freeways or
winding back roads confidently.

2019 SUBARU Forester
For all life’s rallies.

The 2019 Subaru Forester is the compact SUV
for the trials and the trails, for those who desire a
supremely versatile, wildly accommodating, nimble
and agile compact AWD SUV. This fresh Forester
is longer, wider, more spacious, quieter, safer, more
comfortable and better handling than ever before.
No matter which direction your life may take, the
all-new Forester is ready to roll.

519.894.2050
www.geminimotors.com

519.742.4463
www.forbesauto.com



GENESIS G70
Car of the Year. Drive of a lifetime.

The Genesis G70 is 2019 North American Car of
the year® and MotorTrend’s 2019 Car of the Year®.
Designed to make an instant and undeniable
statement, the G70’s exceptionally low center of
gravity creates a wide, dramatic stance. The sleek
profile follows through, creating a powerful visual
momentum drawing your eye from the aggressive
crosshatched grille to the available sporty dual
exhaust tips. Speak volumes without saying a
word in this extraordinarily tight, responsive ride.

2019 SUBARU Impreza
Restless heart, righteous ride.

Compact in size, huge in style and substance,
the 2019 Subaru Impreza raises the bar in the
compact segment, striking a chord with drivers
who reject compromise. Armed with the legendary
Subaru symmetrical full-time AWD system, the
SUBARU BOXER® engine and the Subaru Global
Platform, this generation Impreza is stronger, safer
and higher performing. Be thrilled by the bold
styling, dynamic infotainment systems, superior
connectivity, and stratospheric levels of comfort
and control.

GENESIS G80
Elusive combination of
dignity and defiance.

The Genesis G80 represents an unprecedented
combination of athletic styling, exhilarating
performance and spacious interior, plus advanced
technology and safety features. Whatever your
wants, you need sacrifice nothing. The G80’s
athletic exterior expressesanelegant timelessness
that can’t be denied. Even a quick glance reveals
the dynamic lines—from its bold hexagonal grille
through themuscular rear-wheel-driveproportions.
It creates a spirited sense of motion, even when
standing still.

2019 SUBARU WRX
The atypical sports car.

The 2019 Subaru WRX and WRX STI are the latest
versions of performance sedans with serious
motorsport credentials and legendary all-road/
all-weather capability. Forging their own path in a
sea of sameness, this dynamic duo showcases the
core technology that has created diehard followers
around the world. These unique sedans boast
aggressive exterior styling, sporty interior accents,
comfort, cargo space, safety and versatility.

GENESIS G90
The utmost expression of refined luxury.

Refinement through even the smallest details
achieves next-level attentiveness in the G90. This
full-size luxury flagship exists with one overriding
purpose–to anticipate and satisfy your every
conceivable need. A distinctive collection of finer
touches, featuring its signature 22-way adjustable
driver seat, rear seat memory system and an
emphatically quiet cabin enhance the overall
awareness that you are surrounded by everything
a car can do for you.

2019 SUBARU Crosstrek
Always room for more stories.

The 2019 Subaru Crosstrek is the perfect choice
for urban typeswho crave fun, inside or outside the
city limits. This value-packed vehicle is engineered
for miles and built to last, with symmetrical all-
wheel drive and large cargo area. All the benefits
of a true crossover (generous ground clearance,
excellent versatility) combinedwith the advantages
of driving a sporty hatch (crisp response, superior
handling, stellar fuel efficiency), equipped with
Starlink multimedia, safety and security features.

519.894.2050
www.geminimotors.com

905.615.1662
www.genesismississauga.ca



2019 8 Series M850i
Pure Power. Perfect Precision.

BMW Grand River is pleased to introduce the 2019
BMW 8 Series Coupé. The BMW 8 Series Coupé
embodies what BMW icons have always stood
for: the agility of a sports car with the style of a
gentleman. Concentrated power meets modern
luxury. Uncompromising dynamism and timeless
elegance. Your appetite for performance with your
magnetic style. The new BMW 8 Series comes
standard as an M Sport model. With this comes
the impressive M Sport brake system and the eye-
catching M rear spoiler. Other distinct details include
the brilliant 20” alloy wheels, the slimmest BMW
Icon adaptive LED headlights (BMW Laserlights are
optional), an optional lightweight M carbon roof, and
a new take on the iconic kidney grille.

2019 BMW 3 Series
Designed to Perform.

Since 1975 the BMW 3 Series has led the field.
With unwavering dedication to the journey, it
brings together advanced engineering and expert
craftsmanship. Now in its seventh generation, the
330i Sedan’s improved horsepower and torque
stem from the 2.0-liter TwinPower Turbo; the
most powerful production 4-cylinder in 3 Series
history. The result is best-in-segment acceleration
from a sedan that’s made to move. The BMW 3
Series also marks the start of a new chapter in
the BMW design language: clear shapes and
poetic surfaces enrich the innate dynamics with a
modern presence.

2019 BMW X5
Confidence Doesn’t Take Detours.

The new BMW X5 embodies the DNA of the
BMW X family. In its fourth generation, this model
is making its most powerful statement to date in
terms of presence and modernity. It defines a new
X design language in a robust, clear and precise
manner. The new interior offers even more
luxury and an intuitive operating concept. Make
your world a little bigger. With more horsepower
than the previous generation, and improved
suspensions with Dynamic Damper Control
included as standard, the All-New BMW X5 is
ready to travel any terrain.

519.747.0269
www.bmwgrandriver.com

Toyota Rav4
There’s More Out There

The all-new 2019 RAV4 ignites your desire to
explore; whether uptown, around town or out of
town. With a variety of models to choose from
including the robust and refined RAV4 Limited,
the tough, off-road ready RAV4 Trail, and the
powerful and sporty RAV4 Hybrid. RAV4 leads the
pack when it comes to safety as all models come
standard with Toyota Safety Sense 2.0 featuring
Pre-Collision Safety System, Blind Spot Monitor,
Lane Tracing Assist, and All Speed Dynamic Radar
Cruise Control. There’s a RAV4 just for you.

2020 Toyota Corolla

Dynamic design, exceptional comfort, and fun-
to-drive personality. The 2020 Toyota Corolla
is ready to rock the sedan world! From bumper
to bumper, wheels to roof, inside and out, the
12th generation Corolla has been dramatically
transformed in every way imaginable. Plus, for the
first time in North America, Corolla will be available
as a hybrid with an anticipated combined fuel
efficiency of less than 5.0L / 100km. Both gas and
hybrid models feature Toyota Safety Sense 2.0
and are loaded with must-have tech. From every
angle, the new Corolla looks lower and leaner,
tauter, and tighter.

Toyota Corolla Hatchback
Life is Waiting

Edgy. Dynamic. Athletic. The all-new 2019 Corolla
Hatchback is an exhilarating drive with fuel-
efficient performance, hatchback functionality and
next generation connectivity. It’s a game changer
that exudes the spirit of a rally car. The Corolla
Hatchback delivers an inviting interior design with
versatile seating for 5. Toyota Safety Sense comes
standard along with Entune 3.0, Apple CarPlay,
and a 6-speech touchscreen audio system with
Bluetooth. Life’s waiting, get to it in the all-new
Corolla Hatchback.

519.748.9666
HeffnerToyota.ca
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